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An analysis is made of the ionization of deep impurity centers by high-intensity far-infrared and
submillimeter-wavelength radiation, with photon energies tens of times lower than the
impurity ionization energy. Within a broad range of intensities and wavelengths, terahertz electric
fields of the exciting radiation act as a dc field. Under these conditions, deep-center
ionization can be described as multiphonon-assisted tunneling, in which carrier emission is
accompanied by defect tunneling in configuration space and electron tunneling in the electric field.
The field dependence of the ionization probability permits one to determine the defect
tunneling times and the character of the defect adiabatic potentials. The ionization probability
deviates from the field dependencee(E)}exp(E2/Ec

2) ~whereE is the wave field, andEc

is a characteristic field! corresponding to multiphonon-assisted tunneling ionization in relatively
low fields, where the defects are ionized through the Poole–Frenkel effect, and in very
strong fields, where the ionization is produced by direct tunneling without thermal activation.
The effects resulting from the high radiation frequency are considered and it is shown
that, at low temperatures, they become dominant. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~97!00111-1#
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The interest in the spectroscopy of semiconductors
semiconductor structures in the far-infrared~FIR! and sub-
millimeter ~SBM! ranges~wavelengths extending from 30 t
1000 mm, corresponding to photon energies from 35 to
meV! is stimulated primarily by the fact that they include th
characteristic energies of many elementary excitations
semiconductors. Among these are the plasma oscillation
ergy, the ionization energies of typical shallow donors a
acceptors, the cyclotron and spin interaction energies,
characteristic size-quantization energies of the electron
system, optical phonon energies etc. For many decades
FIR and SBM ranges have been among the hardest to ac
experimentally. The advent of novel radiation sources in
recent twenty to thirty years has made possible a large n
ber of experiments making use of grating monochromat
Fabry–Perot interferometers, backward-wave tubes,
relatively lower-power, electrically or optically pumped c
lasers emitting discrete lines. SBM and FIR spectroscopy
become an efficient tool in studies of material properties
of the various phenomena in different areas of research.
appearance of high-power pulsed FIR and SBM lasers~first
of the TEA CO2-pumped, molecular-gas type1,2 and, subse-
quently, of free-electron lasers3,4 and p-Ge semiconductor
devices5–10! capable of delivering nanosecond pulses of h
intensity, up to a few MW, has opened up totally new vis
in investigation of semiconductors in the FIR range and p
vided a basis for development of far-infrared spectroscop
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In this frequency range, the high radiation intensity giv

rise to a variety of nonlinear phenomena in semiconduc
and semiconductor structures~see, e.g., review12!, such as,
for example, multiphoton absorption,13–19 absorption satura-
tion ~bleaching!,20–30 nonlinear cyclotron resonance,31,32 im-
pact ionization,33,34 nonlinear photoacoustic spectroscopy35

high-harmonic generation,36,37 and the high-frequency Star
effect,38 whose characteristics differ substantially from the
counterparts observed both in the visible and infrared ran
and in the range extending from microwaves to dc elec
fields. The reason for this lies in that the FIR–SBM range
actually a domain where the interaction in the electro
photon system undergoes a transition from the quantum
classical limit, thus creating a unique possibility to study t
same physical phenomenon in conditions where by prop
varying the frequency or intensity of radiation one can ma
dominant either the discrete properties of light or its wa
characteristics. Submillimeter and far-infrared spectrosc
at high-excitation levels has also an essential advantag
that it makes a technique more sensitive due to the h
intensity of radiation, i.e. to the larger number of photon
Since the photon energy is here much less than the gap w
and, hence, there can be no direct one-photon generatio
free carriers, observation of the relatively weak effects
carrier redistribution in momentum and energy becomes p
sible. The high radiation intensity permits one also to stu
in detail such photoelectric phenomena as, for instance,
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linear and nonlinear electron-gas heating,21,29,33,34,39–44pho-
45,46
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photon drag of electrons,11,15,47–52photogalvanic effect,53–57

photoresistive effects produced in semiconductor structu
in plasma reflection,58–62and multiphoton resonant tunnelin
in quantum-well structures,18 as well as to use them in de
velopment of radiation detectors.47,50,51,63–68

This work deals with the new nonlinear effect of dee
impurity ionization by FIR radiation at photon energies a fe
tens of times lower than the impurity binding energy r
ported in Ref. 69. We are going to consider impurity cent
with no direct coupling of light to localized vibrationa
modes. The ionization process is studied by the photoc
ductivity method,70 which is traditionally used in optical re
search and is capable of detecting extremely sm
(,0.01%) changes in carrier concentration, thus providin
high measurement sensitivity.

If there are no free carriers in the semiconductor, de
impurities can be ionized through tunneling in the stro
electric field of the radiation. In most cases, the FIR radiat
acts here as a strong dc electric field, and the ioniza
probability does not depend on the radiation frequency.
increase of the frequency and decrease of temperature r
in the ionization probability becoming dependent on f
quency, which signals the transition to the case when
magnitude of the photon energy becomes significant.

Deep impurity centers play a dominant part in the el
tronic properties of semiconductor materials and have th
fore become a subject of extensive investigation.71–77 It is
the deep centers that determine usually the nonequilibr
carrier lifetimes by acting as centers of nonradiative reco
bination and thermal ionization. Investigation of the effect
electric field on thermal ionization and carrier trapping h
been traditionally used to probe deep impurities. In parti
lar, investigation of the ionization or capture in a strong el
tric field is actually the only way to find the parameters
the multiphonon transitions determining the nonradiative
combination rate. Deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!
is also among the most extensively employed tools. Mos
the deep-center parameters~ionization energy, nonradiative
and radiative trapping cross sections! were obtained using
various modifications of DLTS. It should be noted, howev
that nonuniformities of the electric field in a structure ma
interpretation of the results obtained difficult. Direct applic
tion of strong static electric fields is usually complicated
the onset of field nonuniformities in the sample and qu
frequently initiates avalanche breakdown. Using the elec
field of high-intensity, short laser pulses in the far-infrar
range at THz frequencies avoids such problems and per
contactless and uniform application of strong electric fiel
Despite the high radiation intensities involved, there is no
or only insignificant heating of the electron gas or of t
crystal lattice under these conditions. This is the result of
extremely weak absorption of the FIR radiation due to
low concentration of free carriers~the carriers are frozen ou
on the centers!, as well as to the use of short, nanoseco
range pulses, which do not perturb substantially the pho
system.

Thus discovery of multiphonon tunneling ionization u
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and using short radiation pulses with duration shorter th
the nonequilibrium carrier lifetimes has permitted develo
ment of a new method for probing deep impurity centers
semiconductors, offering a possibility of determining t
multiphonon parameters of deep-level impurities, the str
ture of their adiabatic potentials, and the trapping kinetics
nonequilibrium carriers.

The present review deals with the ionization of de
impurity centers by high-intensity, pulsed FIR–SBM radi
tion. Section 1 considers the theory of deep-impurity ioniz
tion by a dc and high-frequency electric field, Sec. 2 d
cusses the experimental techniques used and subjec
investigation, Sec. 3 analyzes the conditions under wh
one observes tunneling ionization and considers other p
sible mechanisms, Sec. 4 presents and discusses in deta
relevant experimental results, Sec. 5 looks into the appl
tion of the method of multiphonon impurity ionization b
FIR–SBM radiation to studies of relaxation dynamics in t
particular case of the trapping kinetics of nonequilibriu
carriers in GaP:Te, and Sec. 6 sums up the review with m
conclusions. The Appendix includes effects of linear a
nonlinear electron-gas heating by far-infrared radiation, a
it shows that these phenomena do not play a significant
in the experiments discussed here.

1. DEEP-IMPURITY IONIZATION BY AN ELECTRIC FIELD

1.1. Adiabatic approximation

The binding energy of deep centers exceeds by far
average phonon energy, and therefore only multiphon
assisted processes can give rise to thermal emission. S
electronic transitions occur much faster than transitions
the phonon system, one can use the adiabatic approxima
in the description of electron-phonon interaction.78

Consider the simplest case of the deep impurity hav
only one bound state. Obviously enough, this model is
rectly applicable to the capture by neutral centers, and
this will be shown in Sec. 1.5, the main conclusions reach
here remain valid also for deep attractive centers. The p
tion of the localized level is determined by the potential ge
erated by the impurity and is substantially dependent on
distance from the impurity to the nearest atoms. Thus vib
tions of the impurity and of the lattice modulate the positi
of the localized electronic level, as this is shown in Fig.
Strong thermal vibrations can eventually drive the level
continuum, thus producing ionization of the impurity.79

Quantitative consideration is usually made using a sing
mode model, which describes the impurity vibratio
through variation of only one configuration coordinatex.
This approximation is valid, because the multiphonon ioni
tion of deep impurities and the trapping by the latter a
dominated by the breathing mode of localized vibratio
The adiabatic approximation treats electronic transitions
occurring at a fixed configuration coordinatex, with the vi-
brations of the impurity itself being determined by the p
tential, which is generated by the surrounding atoms, w
due inclusion of the mean polarization field induced by t
localized electron. Such potential averaged over electro
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motion is called adiabatic, and it includes the electron ene
at a fixed coordinatex.

Figure 2 shows two main possible configuratio
coordinate diagrams:~a! for the case of weak electron
phonon coupling and~b! for strong electron-phonon interac
tion, where self-trapping occurs, as is the case, for exam
with DX and EL2 centers in III-V semiconductors. The p
tential curveU1(x) corresponds to the case of the electr

FIG. 1. Modulation of a localized electronic level by the vibrating impur
and lattice. a! ground-state bound electron, vibrational system of the de
in equilibrium; b! defect vibrational system perturbed, the electronic le
approaches the continuum.
y

le,

purity and a free electron with zero kinetic energy. The e
ergy separating the two potentials is determined by the e
tron binding energy«b(x) at a fixed configuration coordinat
x:

U1~x!5U2~x!2«b~x!. ~1!

The equilibrium positions of the ground state~with the elec-
tron bound to the impurity! and the ionized state are shifte
with respect to one another as the result of electron-pho
coupling. Accordingly, the optical-ionization energy, by th
Franck–Condon principle, can be written a
«opt5«b(x5x0), wherex0 is the equilibrium value of the
ground-state configuration coordinate. As seen from Fig
the energy of optical ionization is larger than that of therm
ionization «T . The relaxation energyD«5«opt2«T charac-
terizes the electron-phonon coupling strength, since
stronger is the coupling, the larger isD«. The electron-
phonon coupling can be conveniently characterized by a
mensionless parameter

b5
D«

«T
. ~2!

The configuration of Fig. 2a corresponds to weak electr
phonon coupling (b,1), and the difference between«opt

and«T is, as a rule, small. Actually, no difference has th
been observed between«opt and «T in germanium and sili-

t
l

, as is the
FIG. 2. Two main possible configurational diagrams. a. weak electron-phonon coupling, b. strong electron-phonon coupling allowing self-trapping
case, for instance, with DX centers in III-V semiconductors. Shown below are the tunneling trajectories on an enlarged scale.
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is fairly high, for instance, with the oxygen impurity in GaP
which is in state 2, whereb50.56.75,80

The configuration-coordinate diagram of Fig. 2b illu
trates the case ofb.1, where the optical and thermal ion
ization energies differ considerably. This diagram is used
describe, for instance, the DX and EL2 centers, where
difference was experimentally revealed.71,74–77 Such self-
trapped states have a large potential barrier suppressing
return of free electrons to the localized state, thus giving
to the phenomenon of persistent photoconductivity. In th
conditions, there is no radiative capture into the impur
state. The various features of the adiabatic configuratio
potentials play an essential role in nonradiative trapping
free carriers.75 We shall restrict ourselves to the simp
model of two identical displaced parabolic curves, whi
was first proposed by Huang and Rhys78 and is presently
widely employed in the theory of multiphonon transition
By this model

U1~x!5
Mv2x2

2
~3!

U1~x!5
Mv2~x2x0!2

2
2«T, ~4!

whereM is the mass of the impurity, andv is the vibrational
frequency.

1.2. Multiphonon-assisted thermal emission

Consider first thermally-activated carrier emission fro
a deep center with no electric field present. For simplic
and definiteness, we shall consider electrons, although a
siderable part of measurements were carried out on acce
in Ge and Si. The model to be treated here is equally ap
cable to the electrons and holes.

Classical approximation gives the following expressi
for the emission probability

e}exp2S «T1«2

kBT D , ~5!

where«25U1(xc), andxc is the coordinate at the interse
tion of the potentialsU1(x) andU2(x), at which the electron
binding energy is zero,«b(xc)50 ~see Fig. 2!. Thus«T1«2

is actually the lowest excitation energy required to detach
electron within the classical approach to the motion of i
purities. The model of Huang and Rhys, where the adiab
potentials U1(x) and U2(x) are two identical parabolic
curves, «25(«T2D«)2/4D«. In the weak-binding case
(D«!«T), where«2@«T , no process with an activation en
ergy «T1«2 was ever observed to follow relation~5!. Usu-
ally the activation energy is much less than«T1«2 , since
the electron is emitted from the vibrational level lying
«T1E ~the energyE is reckoned from the minimum of po
tential U2 , andE,«2! because the defect tunnels from t
configuration corresponding to the ground state to that of
ionized impurity ~Fig. 2!. As the vibrational energy«T1E

increases, the tunneling barrier separating theU1 and U2

potentials becomes lower, and, hence, the tunneling p
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«T1E level decreases with increasingE proportional to
exp(2E /kBT). Thus for each temperature there is an op
mum energyE5E0 , at which the tunneling probability is
the largest.75,81–83

We shall consider the defect tunneling process in se
classical approximation. In this approach, the particle ha
well defined trajectory even under the potential barri
where the kinetic energy is negative. The probability of th
mally activated emission of a defect,P(E), with a vibra-
tional energy«T1E at a temperatureT is given by the ex-
pression

P~E !}exp~2c! ~6!

with

c~E !5
«T1E

kBT
12uS~E !u, ~7!

whereS(E) is the action multiplied byi /\. The first term in
Eq. ~7! describes the population of the«T1E level, and the
second, the defect tunneling from the ground to an ioniz
state. SinceP(E) depends exponentially on energyE , tun-
neling occurs within a narrow energy interval close to t
energy of optimum tunnelingE0 ~see Fig. 2!. This optimum
tunneling energy is determined by the vibrational energy
which C(E) has a minimum:

dc

dE
U

E5E0

52
duS~E !u

dE
U

E5E0

1
1

kBT
50. ~8!

The derivativeduSu/dE in Eq. ~8! multiplied by\ deter-
mines the tunneling time through the barriert.84,85 Thus in
the case of multiphonon tunneling ionization the time of tu
neling by the optimum trajectory is determined by tempe
ture and is\/kBT.

Following Refs. 75, 81–83,S(E) can be divided into
two parts:

S~E !52S1~E !1S2~E !, ~9!

Si~E !5
A2M

\ E
ai

xc
dxAUi~x!2E , i 51,2, ~10!

corresponding to two parts of the tunneling trajecto
namely, 1, under potentialU1 , from the turning pointa1 to
point xc , where the adiabatic potential curves cross, and
under potentialU2 , from a2 to xc . The actual direction of
tunneling along thex coordinate is specified by the sign ofSi

in Eq. ~9!. The tunneling trajectories for both adiabatic p
tential configurations are denoted in Fig. 2 by arrows. Tu
neling in the two configurational potentials shown in Figs.
and 2b is essentially different in thatS1(E) andS2(E) have
the same sign in the case of weak electron-phonon coup
with b,1 ~Fig. 2a! and opposite signs in the case of se
trapping, b.1 ~Fig. 2b!.86 Recalling that uS2u.uS1u we
come touS1u5uS2u2uS1u for the configuration of Fig. 2a, and
to uSu5uS1u1uS2u for the self-trapping case. Introduce th
tunneling timest1 andt2 under the corresponding adiabat
potentials for the optimum energy of thermally activated tu
neling:

1706Ganichev et al.
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U
E5E0

5A
2 U E

ai AUi~x!2E0
U i 51,2.

~11!

Equations~8! and ~11! yield

t5t26t15
\

2kBT
~12!

where the minus sign corresponds to the configuration
Fig. 2a, and the plus, to that of Fig. 2b. SinceE0 is usually
much less than«T , the timet1 is practically temperature
independent and can be calculated forE050.

In the case of weak electron-phonon coupling («2@«T),
Eq. ~8! yields within the Huang–Rhys model a simple re
tion for the optimum defect-tunneling energyE0

E05«T /@exp~\v/kBT!21#. ~13!

which shows that in the low-temperature domain (kBT,\v)
we indeed haveE0!«T . SettingE050 in Eq. ~11! in the
calculation oft1 we come to

t15AM

2 E
a1

xc dx

AU1~x!
~14!

Equation ~14! yields in the case of weak electron-phon
coupling, b,1, the following expression for the tunnelin
time t1 :

t15
1

2v
ln

«T

«opt2«T
~15!

and for the self-trapping case (b.1):

t15
1

2v
ln

«opt2«T

«T
. ~16!

Thus Eq.~12! defines the temperature dependence of
tunneling timet2 .

1.3. Multiphonon-assisted tunneling ionization in an electric
field

Carrier emission in static electric fields was first cons
ered in Ref. 87 and calculated numerically in Ref. 88; a
lytical expressions for the probability of deep impurit
center ionization were obtained in Refs. 89, 90, and
subsequent analysis will draw essentially from the la
works.

In a uniform electric field, the potential with a consta
slope in the field-vector direction is added to the poten
well binding the electron to the impurity. The electron is no
capable of tunneling through the triangular potential bar
thus formed at a negative kinetic energy2« ~Fig. 3!, with
the corresponding adiabatic potential shifted down in ene
U2«5U22« ~dashed line in Fig. 2!. In these conditions, the
defect tunneling trajectory in configuration space shorte
and the barrier height becomes lower. We start by consi
ing the case of high temperatures and relatively weak fie
where the field introduces a correction only to thermal io
ization, and« is much smaller thanE0 . The optimum defect
tunneling energyE0 remains here unchanged, and, to fi
order in«, the correction to the argument of the exponen
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C determining the ionization probability@see Eqs.~6! and
~7!# can be found by varying in« the functionS(E0 ,«) de-
fined by Eqs.~9! and ~10!, with U2 being replaced byU2« .
We obtain

c~E0 ,«!5cu«5012
duS2«u

d« U
«50, x«5const

, ~17!

where

S2«5
A2M

\ E
a2

xc
dxAU2~x!2«2E0. ~18!

The probability for a thermally-emitted carrier with kinet
energy2« now becomes

e~«!5e~0!exp~2«t2 /\! ~19!

wheret2 is the tunneling time defined by Eq.~11!, ande(0)
is the ionization probability with no electric field presen
The increase of the probability of electron emission w
energy2« by the factor exp(2«t2 /\) is primarily due to the
lowering of barrier height when the defect is tunneling fro
point xc to the turning point under the adiabatic potent
curve U2« at the vibrational levelE0 . While this factor
grows with «, the probability of electron tunneling throug
the triangular barrier whose height is determined by« ~see
Fig. 3! drops rapidly proportional to
exp@2(4«2/3A2m* /(3\eE)#, where E is the electric field,
and m* is the electron effective mass. Thus the probabil
of multiphonon tunneling ionization with the electron esca
ing with a negative energy2« can be written as

FIG. 3. Potential barrier for the electron in a dc electric field directed alo
thez axis.«b is the electron binding energy,« is the electron escape energ

1707Ganichev et al.



e~E,«!}exp~2«t /\!exp 2
4 «3/2A2m*

. ~20!
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The exponential behavior ofe(E,«) results in the existence
of an optimum electron energy2«m determined by the
maximum of the exponential in Eq.~20!:

«m5
t2

2e2E2

2m*
~21!

This optimum electron energy«m corresponds to the energ
at which the time of electron tunneling in an electric fieldE
is equal to the timet2 determining the defect tunneling und
the potential curveU2 at the vibrational levelE0 optimum
for thermally stimulated tunneling. Indeed, the tunneli
time in an electric fieldE under a triangular barrier of heigh
« is given by the relation

te5Am*

2 E
0

zf dz

A~«2eEz!
5

A2m* «

eE
. ~22!

As follows from Eqs.~21! and~22!, te5t2 for «5«m . Thus
the result obtained has a simple physical interpretat
namely, the optimum electron energy is determined by
equality of the tunneling time of the electron in an elect
field to that of the defect in configuration space under
potential U2 corresponding to the defect without the ele
tron.

Inserting«m thus found into Eq.~20! yields for the mul-
tiphonon tunneling ionization probability as a function
electric field the following expression:

e~E!5e~0!expS E2

Ec
2D 5e~0!expS t2

3e2E2

3m* \ D . ~23!

The emission in an electric field increases by a fac
exp(E2/Ec

2), whereEc
25(3m* \)/(t2

3e2) is the characteristic
field determined by the tunneling timet2 and, hence, de
pending on temperature. As seen from Eqs.~23! and~12!, the
ionization probability grows exponentially with square
electric field, and increases rapidly with decreasing temp
ture. The increase of the ratioe(E)/e(0) with decreasing
temperature is accounted for by the fact that at low temp
tures the optimum energyE0 for thermally stimulated tun-
neling tends to zero, and the tunneling timet2 grows to
infinity. Hence a small decrease of the adiabatic potentialU2

of an ionized impurity leads to a large increase of the em
sion probability. The temperature and field behavior of
carrier emission probability in a dc electric field was o
served to follow Eq.~23!.90–92

1.4. Direct ionization by electron tunneling

The emission probability as a function of electric field
Eq. ~23! was obtained with due account of the fact that t
corrections to multiphonon emission resulting from electr
tunneling are small, in other words, that the energy of el
tron tunneling«m is much smaller than that of defect tunne
ing E0 and of thermally stimulated ionization«T . This con-
dition defines the upper bound on the electric field where
consideration presented in Sec. 1.3 is valid:
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E!E0/2vt2 ~24!

where

E05
2vA2m* «T

e
. ~25!

In the opposite limit,E@E0 , direct carrier tunneling from
the ground state to continuum, without participation
phonons, becomes dominant. The positions of the adiab
potential curvesU2« for various electron kinetic energies a
shown in Fig. 4. Direct electron tunneling occurs at the
brational level at the crossing of theU2« and U1 potential
curves, where an electronic transition does not involve
change in the configuration coordinate. In the lo
temperature limit, where thermal excitation is not likely, d
rect tunneling occurs at the point where theU2« curve inter-
sects the minimum of potentialU1 at «5«opt. The ionization
probability is determined here by electron tunneling throu
the triangular potential of height«opt ~Ref. 93!:

e~E!5
eE

2A2m«opt

exp~2f!, ~26!

where

w5
4

3

«opt
3/2A2m*

\eE
. ~27!

As the temperature increases, one will have to take into
count the possibility of thermal activation of the impurity. I
the case whereU2« crosses theU1 parabolic curve close to
its minimum, multiphonon transitions result in a correctio
to w which, while being temperature-dependent, is insign
cant in the strong-field domain.90 Equations~26! and ~27!
show that the emission probability in direct tunneling d
pends on electric field weaker than under conditions of
multiphonon-assisted process~Eq. ~23!.

FIG. 4. Adiabatic potentials as a function of the configuration coordina
The potential curveU1(x) relates to the case where the electron is bound
the impurity, andU2(x), to that of the ionized impurity and a free electro
with zero kinetic energy. Dashed lines specify theU2«(x) potentials for
three characteristic cases:1 multiphonon tunneling,2 intermediate case,3
direct electron tunneling.
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In conclusion to this Section we present a general ex-
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pression obtained in the frame of the Huang and Rhy
model:

e~E !}exp~2w!, ~28!

w5
«T

\v
u12yuF62vt2~y!2~11j2!1/21jcosh

1

2
Q G

1
2

3
E0y3/2/E, ~29!

where

2vt2~y!5
1

2
Q6 ln

11~11j2!1/2

j2 , Q5
\v

kBT
, ~30!

j5F c̃U12yUsinh
1

2
Q G21

, c̃5
«T

D«
5211

4

b
. ~31!

The plus and minus signs in the expression forw refer to the
cases ofy,1 andy.1, respectively, and the value ofy is
found by solving the equation

~E/E0!Ay52vt2~y!. ~32!

The above expressions determine the character of the e
nential dependence within a broad range of electric fields
temperatures and reduces to the limiting cases describe
Eqs.~23! and ~26!.

1.5. Charge effect

Most deep centers bear a charge, which should be ta
into account when considering ionization processes. The
the well-known Poole–Frenkel effect consisting in a d
crease of the thermal ionization energy of attractive C
lomb centers in the presence of an external electric fi
which lowers the barrier generated by the Coulomb poten
~see Fig. 5!. The theory of this effect was developed b
Frenkel,94 who showed that the ionization probability grow
exponentially with the square root of the external elec
field. The Poole–Frenkel effect is a dominant mechanism
the increase of the ionization probability of attractive cent
by electric field for not too high fields, where the ejection
dominated by over-barrier emission, and carrier tunnel
does not play a significant role.75 This phenomenon was ob
served in I 2V characteristics under a dc bias in a lar
number of insulators and semiconductors. Straightforw
calculation shows that application of an electric fieldE low-
ers the ionization barrier in the direction opposite to the fi
~Fig. 5b! by an amount«PF :

«PF52AZe3E

¸
, ~33!

whereZ is the charge on the center, and¸ is the dielectric
constant.

As a result, an electric field increases the probability
thermal emission

e~E!}exp~«PF /kBT!. ~34!

The general theory of the Poole–Frenkel effect and the
viations from the simple relations~33! and ~34! are consid-
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ered in detail in Ref. 83. It can be shown75,95that inclusion of
multiphonon effects results inkBT in Eq. ~34! being replaced
by kBT* , where

1

kBT*
5

t2

\
5

1

kBT
6

2t1

\
. ~35!

The plus sign corresponds here to the case of weak elec
phonon coupling, and the minus, to self-trapping, thus red
ing or increasing, respectively, the slope of the ln@e(E)#
}AE relation.

Obviously enough, the Poole–Frenkel effect can ta
place in relatively weak fields, where the lowering of th
barrier does not exceed the Coulomb energy scale in se
conductors, i.e. in electric fieldsE lower than the field deter-
mined from the equation «PF(E)5Z2Ry* , where
Ry* 5e4m* /2¸2\2 is the effective electron energy in th
Coulomb potential of a charged impurity~the Rydberg en-
ergy!. In stronger electric fields or at lower temperature
tunneling effects become dominant, with the role of t
charge being reduced to increasing the transparency of
barrier through the lowering of its height. In this limit on

FIG. 5. Coulomb potential of an attractive impurity~a! with no electric field
and ~b! in the presence of a dc electric field applied along thez axis.
«b—binding energy,«PF—lowering of the potential barrier by the Poole
Frenkel effect.
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probability of tunneling ionization involving a multiphono
transition. In the limit that«m.Ry* , this correction calcu-
lated in Ref. 95 produces an additional factor in Eq.~23! for
the emission probabilitye(E). Taking into account the Cou
lomb charge, the probability of multiphonon-assisted tunn
ing ionization can be written as

e~E!5e~0!expF2A2m* Ry!

eEt2
lnS 4t2

3e2E2

m* \ D GexpS t2
3e2E2

3m* \ D .

~36!

We readily see that the correction due to the impurity cha
in Eq. ~36! tends to unity with increasing electric field an
becomes insignificant in strong fields.

Thus taking into account the Poole–Frenkel effect a
multiphonon tunneling ionization we come to the conclus
that the log ionization probability grows with the field first a
AE and, in the high-field domain, asE2.

1.6. Ionization by submillimeter radiation

The choice between the quantummechanical and cla
cal treatment of an electromagnetic field depends on the
lation between the period of the radiation fieldV21 and the
characteristic times of the processes occurring in the sys
under study. Keldysh96 showed that multiphonon ionizatio
of semiconductors under high-frequency illumination a
tunneling ionization in a dc electric field are just two limitin
cases of the same nonlinear process. It was also dem
strated that, for a given incident intensity, the ionizati
probability increases with frequency, and that this growth
characterized by a parameterVte , wherete is the electron
under-barrier tunneling time in the electric wave field, w
the barrier height determined by the ground-state bind
energy. These results~see also Ref. 97! are fully applicable
to analyzing direct electron tunneling ionization from de
centers. For these conditions, the height of the barrier
electron tunneling is determined by the electron binding
ergy with the impurity at equilibrium, i.e. by«opt. The time
required for an electron to tunnel through a barrier of hei
«opt in an electric fieldE can be written

t5
A2m* «opt

eE
. ~37!

If for the value ofE corresponding to the maximum wav
field amplitude this time is shorter than the wave per
V21, i.e.

V,
eE

A2m* «opt

, ~38!

then the action of the high-frequency field is equivalent
application of a dc electric field. The tunneling ionizatio
probability does not depend in this case on frequency,
the tunneling probability is given by Eqs.~26! and ~27!. As
follows from Ref. 96, where a general expression for
electron transition probability was obtained for the total f
quency range, one can readily derive the frequency cor
tion to the exponential factor in Eq.~26! if condition ~38! is
met:
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w5
4

3

A2m* «opt
3/2

\eE S 12
m* V2«opt

5e2E2 D . ~39!

The effect of a high-frequency electric field on the eje
tion probability is due to two mechanisms, namely,~i! barrier
modulation, and~ii ! a possibility of tunneling at a lowe
barrier height through absorption of photons. While the fi
mechanism brings about an exponential decrease of the
neling probability, the second results in its exponent
growth. As the frequency is increased, the energy absor
in tunneling increases too and tends to the binding ene
thus resulting in ionization through multiphonon absorptio
The ejection probability also grows in this case with incre
ing frequency, since the photon energy increases, and,
cordingly, the number of photon required to initiate an op
cal transition decreases~see Fig. 6!.

While in the case of multiphonon-assisted tunneling io
ization the electric field does not act on the motion of t
defect itself, the tunneling of an electron should certain
change in an ac electric field. In the limit of multiphono
tunneling ionization in a dc electric field~see Sec. 1.3! we
found that the optimum energy for electron tunneling«m is
determined by the condition of the tunneling time of t
electronte , ~22!, being equal to that of the defectt2 , with
the latter being determined by the temperature and de
vibrational frequency~12!:

te[te~«m!5t2. ~40!

The same condition determines the optimum electron
ergy before tunneling in an ac electric field« init52«m ~see

FIG. 6. Electron tunneling trajectory under a triangular barrier for an ini
energy2«m ~1! in a dc electric field and~2! in an ac field. During the
tunneling, the ac electric fieldE cos(Vt) changes the slope of the barrie
and the electron absorbs photons.
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Fig. 6! ~note that in an ac field the initial and final tunneling
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energies are different, because energy can be absorbed
ing the tunneling!.

The process of multiphonon tunneling ionization can
divided into three stages:~1! thermal excitation transfers th
defect with a bound electron to the vibrational level cor
sponding to the vibrational energy«T1E0 ; ~2! The vibra-
tional system undergoes rearrangement to the potential
responding to a free electron with a negative kinetic ene
2«m , i.e. the system transfers to the adiabatic poten
U2«m

; ~3! the electron tunnels to the free state with the init
energy2«m . The two latter processes are tunneling assis
Condition~40! for determining the energy«m can be derived
similarly to the way this was done in Sec. 1.3, if one rep
sents the probability of electron tunneling with an initial e
ergy 2« in a general case by

pe~«!}exp~22Se~«!!, ~41!

where Se(«) is the electron action multiplied byi /\, and
introduces the electron tunneling timete(«) in the form

te~«!5\
dSe~«!

d«
. ~42!

Let us calculate now«m as a function of frequency an
wave-field amplitude under the condition that the elect
tunneling timete is determined by the timet2 , and find the
electron tunneling probability for these conditions. In t
case of tunneling under a time-varying potential we can
pressSe through the LagrangianLe ~Ref. 98!

\Se~«m!52E
2te

0

Le~t!dt1«mte. ~43!

The dependence of the LagrangianLe on t is determined
by the dependence of the electron on coordinatez ~Fig. 6!
and velocityż5dz/dt at timet:

Le~t!52
m*

2
ż22Ue~z!, ~44!

whereUe is the potential energy in an electric field. All th
quantities are calculated by the rules of classical mechan
but with due account of the fact that the timet is replaced by
imaginary timet5 i t , since the motion takes place in th
classically forbidden region under the barrier. According
in the case where the electric field vector is directed oppo
to thez axis we have

Ue52eEzcos~Vt !52eEzcosh~Vt!. ~45!

The tunneling trajectoryz(t) and ‘‘velocity’’ ż(t)
should be found from the classical equation of motion:

2m*
d2z

dt2 52
]U2«

]z
~46!

subject to the boundary conditions

z~t!ut5te
50 ~47!

for the tunneling beginning at the imaginary time2te and

ż~t!ut5050 ~48!
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point ~see Fig. 6!.
The minus sign of the second derivative in Eq.~46! ap-

pears as a result of the replacement oft by i t. Equation~46!
reduces to the form

d2z

dt2 52
eE

m*
coshVt. ~49!

Taking into account Eqs.~47! and ~48!, Eq. ~49! yields

ż5
eE

m* V
sinh~Vt! ~50!

and

z5
eE

m* V2 ~cosh~Vte!2cosh~Vt!!. ~51!

At the initial instant of time,t52te , the ‘‘velocity’’ is
determined by the total electron energy2«m , because the
potential energyUe(z50)50 @see Eq.~45! and Fig. 6!#.
Thus we come to the condition

ż2ut52te
5

2«m

m*
~52!

whence follows the relation connecting«m with the tunnel-
ing time te :

«m5
~eE!2

2m* V2 sinh2~Vte!. ~53!

We see that for a given tunneling timete the energy«m

increases with frequency. In the limiting case of low freque
cies,Vte,1, the relation between«m andte determined by
Eq. ~53! coincides with Eq.~22!. Note that using Eq.~43!
one can readily verify that relation~42! for te does indeed
hold.

Equations~41!, ~43!, ~44!, and~50! and~51! can be used
to obtain the following relation for the electron tunnelin
probability pe(E,V) for a fixed tunneling timete :

pe~E!}expH 2
~eE!2

2m* V3 F2Vtesinh2~Vte!

1Vte2
1

2
sinh~2Vte!G J . ~54!

Taking into account Eq.~53!, relation ~54! agrees with ex-
ponential accuracy the result obtained in Ref. 96 and co
cides with the ionization probability in an ac electric fie
calculated84 in quasi-classical approximation with the use
the vector gauge, where the scalar potential is zero.

Setting te5t2 and taking into account the increase
the defect tunneling probability under multiphono
thermally-activated ionization, which is determined by t
factor exp(2«mt2 /\) @see Eqs.~19! and ~20! in Sec. 1.3#, we
obtain for the resultant probability of multiphonon-assist
defect tunneling ionization under illumination an express
similar to Eq.~23!, where one should now substitutet2* for
t2 :

e~E,V!5e~0!expS t2*
3e2E2

3m* \ D , ~55!
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the strong individual lasing lines used in this
work.
t2*
35

3

4V3 ~sinh~2Vt2!22Vt2!. ~56!

In the limit Vt2,1 we obtain from Eq.~56!:

t2*
35t2

3F11
1

5
~Vt2!2G . ~57!

We see that an increase in frequency results in a growt
the tunneling ionization probability, which is due to the i
creasing initial energy of the tunneling electron«m @see Eq.
~53!#, i.e. to the increase in absolute magnitude of the o
mum electron transition energy.

The dependence of the multiphonon emission probab
on electric field amplitude@both for dc, Eq.~23!, and high-
frequency, Eq.~55!, fields# was derived under the conditio
that electron tunneling gives only a small correction
multiphonon-assisted emission, in other words, that the
ergy of electron tunneling«m is much less than that of defec
tunnelingE0 and thermal ionization energy«T . This condi-
tion determines the upper limit to the electric fields for whi
the above consideration is valid.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND SUBJECTS OF
INVESTIGATION

Ionization of deep impurities by high-intensity submill
meter radiation was discovered and studied in a large num
of semiconductors containing such impurities. One measu
the photoresponse of a sample to pulsed radiation of a
millimeter laser, which is generated by a change in free c
rier concentration through impurity ionization. The radiati
sources used were TEA CO2-pumped, high-power tunabl
submillimeter pulsed molecular-gas lasers with NH3, CH3F,
and D2O. The principle of operation of such lasers was d
veloped and used to achieve cw lasing by Chang and Brid
in 19691 and, in 1974, de Temple extended it to obta
pulsed laser operation.2 The choice of the CO2 laser for op-
tical pumping was based on the ability of tuning it within th
9.2–10.6 mm-range, which includes strong vibrationa
rotational absorption lines of many molecules. More th
1000 compounds are presently employed as gain media
CO2-pumped lasers.99 The use for pumping of high-intensit
radiation from TEA CO2 lasers operating at 100 kW an
more opens new possibilities in this respect, since the str
electric field of the light wave results in a broadening
molecular levels and permits one to excite states fairly d
tant from the pumping frequency.2 One can thus achieve las
ing at a number of wavelengths which would not be acc
sible with low-power cw-pump radiation. The search f
conditions favorable for lasing in the FIR-SBM range r
duces primarily to finding appropriate gain media and lin
for the CO2 pumping laser which would be in resonance w
the corresponding molecular transitions. Thousands of li
covering the whole range of FIR-SBM radiation~20 mm to 2
mm! have thus far been found for most of the media.99–104

Looking for new lasing lines is, however, not as essential
semiconductor research as finding strong and stable, si
radiation lines. This is particularly important for pulsed l
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sers, whose high-power pump radiation results in broaden
of the gain-medium molecular levels and, hence, in obse
tion of a large number of additional lines.

The most sophisticated element in the laser system un
consideration is the pumping laser. In earlier days, deve
ment of an optically pumped laser required, in the first pla
building in the laboratory a high-power pulsed CO2 laser
with a high level of suppression of electromagnetic interf
ence, which was an obstacle to extending the range of ap
cability of high-excitation FIR-SBM spectroscopy. Now th
availability of high-stability, high-power commercial TEA
CO2 lasers ~URANIT 104, 204! permits one to assembl
such a system with no difficulties at all. The characterist
of strong single lines covering the range from 30 to 500mm,
the corresponding gain media and lines of the TEA CO2 laser
which are used for pumping are listed in Table I. The pho
energies corresponding to these wavelengths lie in the 3
meV range and in all cases are substantially lower than
binding energies of the deep impurities studied. The rad
tion pulse length varied for different lines from 10 to 100 n
The radiated power was;50 kW. The radiation was fo-
cused to a spot of about 1 mm2, with the maximum intensity
reaching as high as 5 MW/cm2. More details on the system
can be found in Refs. 11, 48.

The intensity, shape and spatial distribution of the la
radiations were monitored with fast noncooled photodet
tors operating in the submillimeter range and based on
photon drag effect,63 intrabandm-photoconductivity,64 stimu-
lated tunneling effect in metal/semiconductor structures
der plasma reflection,58,66 as well as with the Spirikon pyro
electric array. The pulsed signal proportional to the chan
in sample resistance under laser illumination was measu
in a standard photoresponse measurement circuit with a
resistanceRL550 V ~see inset to Fig. 7!. The bias voltage
across the sample, 5 V/cm, was substantially lower than
impurity avalanche-breakdown threshold. The measurem
were carried out within the 30–150 K range, where at th
mal equilibrium practically all carriers are frozen out on t
impurity. The samples were placed in an optical cryos
Penetration of light in the medium IR range into the cryos
was prevented by the use of crystalline quartz filters and
the visible, by a 1-mm thick black-polyethylene filter.

The tunneling ionization processes were studied on d

Wavelength
mm

Line of CO2

pump-laser
Maximum intensity,

kW/cm2 Medium

35 10P ~24! 300 NH3

66 9P ~32! 100 D2O
76 10P ~26! 4000 NH3

90.5 9R ~16! 5000 NH3

148 9P ~36! 4500 NH3

152 10P ~32! 3000 NH3

250 9R ~26! 400 CH3F
256 10R ~14! 500 NH3

280 10R ~8! 1000 NH3

385 9R ~22! 5 D2O
496 9R ~20! 10 CH3F
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impurity centers of two different types, namely,~i! those
with weak electron-phonon coupling,b,1 ~Au, Hg, Cu, Zn
in germanium, Au in silicon, and Te in gallium phosphide!
and ~ii ! with strong electron-phonon coupling where sel
trapping takes place,b.1 ~tellurium in AlxGa12xSb and
Al xGa12xAs!.

The thermal ionization energy of acceptor impurities«T

in germanium was 150 meV~Au!, 90 meV ~Hg!, 40 meV
~Cu!, and 30 meV~Zn!, for Au in silicon—300 meV, and for
the donor tellurium in gallium phosphide, 90 meV~Ref. 75!.
Note that tellurium in gallium phosphide is essentially
deeply-buried shallow Coulomb center.

Doping with tellurium of AlxGa12xSb samples with
x50.28 and 0.5, and of AlxGa12xAs with x50.35 resulted
in electronic conduction, and one observed all the main fe
tures characteristic of DX centers, in particular, the persiste
photoconductivity.105,106

3. OBSERVATION OF THE TUNNELING IONIZATION OF
DEEP-IMPURITY CENTERS BY HIGH-INTENSITY FIR-SBM
RADIATION

Semiconductors containing deep and shallow impur
centers have been used successfully already for a long t
as low-temperature detectors in the IR and FIR ranges107

The long-wavelength limit to their use is bounded by th
binding energy of the impurity, with no response obtaine
from deep centers such as, for instance, Ge:Au and Ge:Hg
the FIR and, all the more so, in the submillimeter regions
the spectrum. This pattern is observed, however, only at re

FIG. 7. Oscillographic traces of the excitation pulse and of the photoco
ductive signals generated in a sample with deep impurities illuminated
FIR–SBM radiation. Inset shows the measurement circuit.
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tively low light intensities. Excitation of a semiconducto
containing generated deep impurities by strong pulsed F
SBM laser radiation produced a photoconductive signal
ionizing the deep impurity centers, despite the fact that
pump photon energy was tens of times lower than their th
mal ionization energy,«T .69,108–111A signal which increased
superlinearly with the incident intensity was observed fro
all studied samples of Ge, Si, GaP, AlxGa12xAs, and
Al xGa12xSb within a broad range of temperatures and wa
lengths employed.86 The sign of the photoconductive sign
corresponds to a decrease of the sample resistance, an
characteristic decay time is different for different types
impurities and different temperatures. The length of the p
toresponse pulse for deep substitutional impurities is so
what longer than that of the laser pulse~Fig. 7! and varies
depending on temperature from 100 ns to 10ms, which cor-
responds to the photoexcited carrier lifetimes~see, e.g., Refs
75, 112, 113!. In the case of self-trapped DX2 centers in
Al xGa12xSb and AlxGa12xAs one observes an increase
sample conductivity which persists for several hundreds
seconds after the excitation pulse, which is characteristic
the decay of persistent photoconductivity in the samples w
DX2 centers. Figure 8 compares photoresponse signals
tained from an AlxGa12xSb sample on two time scales~Fig.
8b! with the pump pulse~Fig 8a!. The observation of posi-
tive persistent photoconductivity under FIR-SBM excitati
suggests that this signal is due to electron detachment f
the DX centers.

-
y

FIG. 8. Oscillographic traces of~a! excitation pulse withl590.5mm and
of the photoconductive signals generated by illuminating with FIR-SB
radiation an Al0.5Ga0.5Sb sample~b! in the dark and~c! in the state of
persistent photoconductivity produced by exposing the sample prelimina
to light in the near IR range.
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Variation of the sample conductivity induced by SBM
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radiation can be due either to processes involving radia
absorption by free carriers~electron gas heating,m photocon-
ductivity! or to the appearance of additional free carriers
ionization.

We shall dwell first on the possible effect of heating t
lattice or the electron gas, since this is the most natu
mechanism of photoconductivity under intense illuminatio
Carrier heating was studied in detail in the submillime
range samples with shallow impurities and at not too l
temperatures, i.e. where the impurities are ionized and
conditions are most favorable for heating. As follows fro
these studies, presented in the Appendix, in the case of
citation of samples with deep impurities, electron gas hea
can be excluded as the cause of the observed impurity
ization based on the kinetics of the detected signals. To b
with, electron gas heating in the temperature and concen
tion ranges considered here should produce negative ph
conduction, whereas the photoconductivity observed exp
mentally is positive. Besides, the photoresponse signal du
electron heating should either reproduce in shape the p
pulse or be more complex, but it should not be longer th
the latter ~see Appendix and Refs. 39, 114!, whereas the
observed signals correspond to excited-carrier trapping ti
and are substantially longer than the pump pulses. The
purity ionization manifests itself most clearly in the case
submillimeter-range persistent photoconductivity in samp
containing DX centers.

Thus observation of positive photoconductive sign
with times substantially in excess of the pump pulse len
excludes electron gas heating and the corresponding ph
conductivity as a possible mechanism of the observed p
toresponse~see Appendix!. The suppression of heating i
samples doped primarily by deep centers and maintaine
sufficiently low temperatures is due to carrier freezeout
impurities and, hence, to the absence of noticeable radia
absorption. Thus the photoresponse is indeed caused
photoionization of deep impurities by light with the photo
energy\V much less than the thermal ionization energy
impurities«T .

Figure 9 displays the dependence of the photorespo
of mercury-doped germanium samples («T590 meV) on
light intensity measured atT564 K for two different wave-
lengths. Shown in Fig. 10 on a semilog scale are similar d
obtained for another deep impurity~gold in germanium! for
three wavelengths. The quantitiess i andsd are the sample
conductivities under illumination and in the dark, respe
tively. Since the pump pulse duration is shorter than
nonequilibrium-carrier trapping time, recombination duri
the excitation can be disregarded. Therefore the experim
tally determined relative change in conductivit
Ds/sd5(s i2sd)/sd , corresponds to the relative change
the free-carrier concentration, which, in its turn, is prop
tional to the change in the impurity ionization probability.

Deep-impurity photoionization by light with\V,«T

and the strong nonlinear dependence of this process on p
intensity can be related to several mechanisms of none
librium carrier generation, such as multiphoton-assis
ionization,13 tunneling ionization involving photon
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absorption,18 light-induced impact ionization,33,34,115 and
multiphonon-assisted or direct tunneling in the electric wa
field.69,108 These processes depend differently on the rad
tion frequency. An increase in radiation frequency boosts
rate of nonequilibrium carrier generation through mu
tiphonon absorption and tunneling ionization involving ph

FIG. 9. Relative change in conductivity,Ds/sd5(s i2sd)/sd , of Hg-
doped germanium samples («T590 meV) measured atT564 K vs light
intensity for various wavelengthsl~mm!: ~1! 90.5 and~2! 250.

FIG. 10. Relative change in conductivity,Ds/sd5(s i2sd)/sd , of Au-
doped germanium samples («T5150 meV) measured atT577 K vs light
intensity for various wavelengthsl~mm!: ~1! 90.5,~2! 152, and~3! 250. The
plots are on a semilog scale.
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ton absorption, and reduces the probability of light-induc
impact ionization.34 By contrast, tunneling ionization occur
ring in the field of an optical wave does not depend on f
quency.

Measurements showed that at temperatures of abou
K photoconductivity does not depend on radiation wav
length above 90mm throughout the intensity range covere
This is demonstrated by Figs. 9 and 10, which show that
curves for all wavelengths coincide within the measurem
accuracy. The signal is also independent of the radiation
larization, which is evident from Fig. 11, where the photor
sponse signal in Ge:Au is presented as a function of inten
for linearly and circularly polarized light with a wavelengt
l590.5mm. The observed independence of the signal
radiation frequency~Figs. 9 and 10! permits a conclusion
that the free-carrier generation is due here to the tunne
processes,69 with the FIR–SBM radiation acting as a dc field
The ionization probability is determined in this case by t
electric field of the radiation rather than by the magnitu
and number of the photons. It is in these conditions that m
experiments were made whose results are discussed in d
and compared with the theory for a dc field in Sec. 4. A
increase in frequency or decrease in temperature result in
onset of a frequency dependence of the ionization proba
ity, which corresponds to increasing tunneling probabili
The corresponding experimental results and the mechan
responsible for the appearance of this frequency depend
are treated in Sec. 4.5.

4. IONIZATION OF DEEP-IMPURITY CENTERS BY HIGH-
INTENSITY FIR-SBM RADIATION

4.1. Multiphonon-assisted tunneling ionization

The multiphonon tunneling ionization is characteriz
by an exponential dependence on the squared electric w
field amplitude:e(E)5e(0)exp(E2/Ec

2) ~see 1.3!. Such an
increase in the photoconductive signal was observed for
samples within a broad range of fields and temperatures.
experimental dependences of ln(si /sd) on squared ampli-
tudes of the electric wave field are shown in Fig. 12 f
Ge:Au and in Fig. 13 for AlxGa12xSb. The measurement
were performed at different temperatures and waveleng

FIG. 11. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dar
ln(si /sd), of Au-doped germanium samples («T5150 meV) measured at
T577 K vs intensity of~1! linearly and~2! circularly polarized pump light,
l590.5mm.
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We see that there exists a field interval for each temperat
within which the probability of photoionization depends o
electric field amplitude as exp(E2/Ec

2). A comparison of ex-
perimental data on FIR ionization of the Au impurity in Si a
T5300 K with earlier studies of the dependence of therm
ionization probability on dc electric field,e(E), made by
capacitive spectroscopy91,92showed thate(E)}exp(E2/Ec

2) in
both cases, with the values ofEc differing by a factor 1.5–2
~Fig. 14!. This may be considered a good agreement betwe
the results obtained by such different methods, if we ta
into account the field inhomogeneities present in a sam
studied by DLTS.

Figures 12–14 also show with solid-lines plots th
Aexp(E2/Ec

2) relation calculated with the fitting paramete
Ec

2 . As follows from Eqs.~23! and ~36!, the slope of the
experimental curves in the field region where ln(si /sd)
}exp(E2/Ec

2) permits one to determine the tunneling time
t2 . In order to extractt2 from experimental data, one has t
know the effective carrier mass, which determines the tu
neling process. In Fig. 15, the tunneling timet2 is shown as

FIG. 12. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of Au-doped germanium samples («T5150 meV) vs squared
electric field amplitude ofl590.5mm radiation. The corresponding tem-
peratures are specified at the curves. The straight lines are plots of
relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) constructed withEc
2 as a fitting parameter.

FIG. 13. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of Al0.5Ga0.5Sb samplesvs squared electric field amplitude of the
radiation. The corresponding temperatures are specified at the curves. E
tation wavelengthl~mm!: ~1,2! 90.5 and~3! 250. The straight lines are plots
of the relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) constructed withEc
2 as a fitting param-

eter.
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a function of reciprocal temperature for a number of de
impurities studied. In the case of deep acceptors in ger
nium, the light-hole mass was used. Figure 15 demonstr
the good agreement of the experimental values oft2 with
Eq. ~12!. One may thus conclude that carriers bound to

FIG. 14. Log-log plot of the probability ratio for ionization with electri
field present to thermal ionization, ln@e(E)/e(0)#, of the gold acceptor impu-
rity in silicon, Si:Au, measured atT5300 K vs squared electric field am
plitude. The data derived from the photoresponse to FIR–SBM illuminat
are compared with ionization measurements made in a dc electric fie91

The straight lines are plots of the relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec
2) constructed

with Ec
2 as a fitting parameter.

FIG. 15. Tunneling timet2 extracted from experimental values ofEc
2 vs

reciprocal temperature for Au and Ge in germanium and DX centers
Al0.5Ga0.5Sb. The straight line is a plot oft25\/2kBT, and the dashed lines
those oft25\/2kBT1t1 with t154.5310214 s, andt25\/2kBT2t1 with
t152.9310214 s. The insets shows schematically the configurational
tentials corresponding to the two impurities.
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due to the fact that the symmetry of substitutional impurit
corresponds to the point groupTd , and that the ground stat
of a deep impurity represents a superposition of the lig
and heavy-hole states. Thus an acceptor-bound hole ca
associated with neither the light nor the heavy mass. It w
shown theoretically116 that tunneling depends essentially o
the wave-function tail distant from the center, and that it
the light holes that provide a major contribution to this ta

For comparison, Fig. 15 shows also a plot of\/2kBT.
We see thatt2 is of the order of\/2kBT. Note, however, an
essential point. As evident from the experimental data p
sented in Fig. 15, for any temperaturet2 is larger than
\/2kBT for substitutional impurities, but less than\/2kBBT
for self-trapped DX2 centers. This result is in excellen
agreement with theory@see Eq.~12! in Sec. 1.1!#. Thus, by
determining the tunneling time from data on multiphon
tunneling ionization in a high-frequency electric field, on
can unambiguously identify the type of the deep-impur
adiabatic potential.110 The temperature-independent tunne
ing timest15t22\/2kBT are given in the caption to Fig. 15
for different impurities.

We note in conclusion that the existence of persist
photoconductivity in AlxGa12xSb samples permitted one t
observe, besides the multiphonon tunneling ionization of D
centers, stimulated carrier trapping by the center. In this c
preliminary illumination of the sample in the visible regio
at low temperatures (T,100 K) results in electron detach
ment from DX centers and, respectively, in an increase of
sample conductivity. Due to the persistent photoconduc
ity, this state persists for a long time. Subsequent illumi
tion of the sample with FIR pulses produces a negative p
toresponse signal~Sec. 2, Fig. 8b! caused by the
multiphonon-stimulated carrier capture by the center in
high-frequency radiation field. This provides an addition
argument for the ionization being due to multiphono
assisted tunneling transitions.

4.2. Direct tunneling ionization

In strong electric fields, one observes transition to dir
tunneling that does not involve phonons.108 As evident from
Fig. 12, photoconductive signals in strong fields are less t
expected in the case of multiphonon tunneling ionizatio
This is seen also from Figs. 16–18, where ln(si /sd) is plot-
ted as a function of squared electric fieldE for Ge:Au and
Ge:Hg for different wavelengths and temperatures. For fie
in excess ofE0 the ionization probability grows slower with
increasingE than that in the multiphonon tunneling region

As shown in Sec. 1, multiphonon tunneling in an elect
field gives only a correction to multiphonon-assisted therm
emission. The emission probability proportional
exp(E2/Ec

2) was obtained taking into account the fact that t
electron tunneling energy«m ~21! is less than the optimum
defect-tunneling energyE0 ~13!. The electron tunneling en
ergy grows with electric field, thus reducingE0 . The mul-
tiphonon tunneling approximation becomes invalid when«m

becomes equal toE0 . The critical value of the electric field

n
.

in

-
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at which «m5E0 is E0 , which is determined by Eqs.~24!
and ~25!:

E@E05
2vA2m* «T

e
vt2 . ~58!

The ionization probability in the field domain defined by
inequality ~58!, according to Ref. 96, is characterized by
weaker field dependences@see Eqs.~26! and ~27!#. The ex-
perimentally observed change in the character of the fie
dependence for fields corresponding in order of magnitude

FIG. 16. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark,
ln(si /sd), of Au-doped germanium samples («T5150 meV) vs squared
electric field amplitude ofl590.5mm radiation. The three sample tempera-
tures are specified at the curves. The dashed straight lines are plots of
relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) constructed with the experimental values oft2 ,
and the solid lines relate to the calculations made using Eqs.~28!–~32!. The
calculations made use of the experimental values oft2 and of the localized
vibrational frequencyv5231013 s21.

FIG. 17. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark,
ln(si /sd), of Hg-doped germanium samples («T590 meV) vs squared elec-
tric field amplitude of radiation withl~mm!: ~1–3! 90.5 and~4! 250. The
corresponding temperatures are specified at the curves. The dashed line
plots of the relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) constructed with the experimental
values oft2 , and the solid lines relate to the calculations made using Eq
~28!–~32!. The calculations made use of the experimental values oft2 and
of the localized vibrational frequencyv5231013 s21.
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the calculated values ofE0 permits a conclusion that for
E@E0 the mechanism of direct tunneling ionization be
comes dominant.108

A general expression describing the limiting cases
both multiphonon and direct tunneling was obtained90 within
the Huang–Rhys model~see Sec. 1.4!. Consider the results
of calculating the field dependence of emission probabil
performed by using Eqs.~28!–~32! ~see 1.4!. The calculation
makes use of three phenomenological parameters, nam
thermal ionization energy«T , localized vibrational fre-
quencyv, and the nondimensional electron-phonon coupli
constantb5D«/«T . The value of thermal ionization energ
«T was taken from literature. The tunneling timest2 ~Fig.
15! were then used to determine the tunneling timet1 which,
according to Eqs.~2! and ~15!, relates parameterb to the
localized vibrational frequencyv. Thus the problem reduces
to finding the only fitting parameter, for which the localize
vibrational frequency was taken. Its value (v5231013 s21)
determined for one temperature and one impurity was
changed in the subsequent treatment of the data obtained
other temperatures and other impurities in the same mate
in other words, there were no fitting parameters after th
Figure 19 shows the calculated probabilities of emission
an electric fielde(E) normalized to that of thermal emission
e(0) for different localized vibrational frequenciesv. We
see that the emission probability depends noticeably onv for
fields E.E0 and, thus,v can indeed be used as a fittin
parameter.

Figures 16–18 compare the calculations made using E
~28!–~32! ~Sec. 1.4! with experimental data. We readily se
that while the deviation from thee(E)}exp(E2/Ec

2) relation
observed forE.E0 is described satisfactorily by theory, th
latter gives a stronger dependence on intensity than the
measured in experiment. We note also that the character
electric field E0 as a function of temperature and therm
ionization energy is in a good agreement with theory for

the

are

s.

FIG. 18. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of germanium samples doped with Au and Hg, obtained
T546 K vs squared electric field amplitude ofl590.5mm radiation. The
dashed lines are plots of the relatione(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) constructed with
the experimental values oft2 , and the solid lines relate to the calculation
made using Eqs.~28!–~32!. The calculations made use of the experiment
values oft2 and of the localized vibrational frequencyv5231013 s21.
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the studied impurities exhibiting weak electron-phonon co
pling.

One of the reasons for the discrepancy between theo
and experiment in the high electric-field domain may be th
scattering of tunneling carriers under the barrier, which se
an upper bound for the tunneling probability. This proces
was considered for carrier tunneling through Schottk
barriers,117 where the observed tunneling probability wa
also smaller than that predicted by theory. The energy of t
tunneling electron«m and the length of the under-barrier
tunneling trajectory increase with electric field to the exte
where the scattering processes place a limit on the emissi

4.3. Charge effect and the Poole–Frenkel effect

In the region of relatively weak electric fields one als
observes deviations from the exp(E2/EC

2) behavior, clearly
seen in Fig. 20 displaying the ln(si /sd) vs E2 relation for
Ge:Hg. The dominant mechanism in this ionization proce
is the Poole–Frenkel effect~see Sec. 1.5!, which is seen in
the onset of an exponential dependence of photorespo
signal on the square root of electric field,e(E)
}expAE/EPF. Data for the weak-field region are shown in
Figs. 21 and 22, where ln(si /sd) is plotted as a function of
the square root of the high-frequency electric-field amp
tude,AE. In the low-field domain, the ionization probability
is seen to grow strongly with decreasing temperature, follow
ing closely thee(E)}expAE/EPF relation. The square-root
dependence of ln(si /sd) on E and its temperature behavior
are in good agreement with Eqs.~33! and~34! describing the
Poole–Frenkel effect.

At the same time the theory of Frenkel does not provid
an adequate description of the dependence of conductivity
the high-frequency electric field. The slope of the depe
dence of ln(si /sd) on the square root of electric field is abou
one half that calculated from Eqs.~33! and~34!, which may
also may be considered as an argument for the presence
multiphonon processes~Sec. 1.5!. For low fields, the conduc-

FIG. 19. Log probability ratio of ionization in an electric field to therma
ionization, ln@e(E)/e(0)#, for Hg-doped germanium («T590 meV) vs
squared electric-field amplitude calculated for different localized vibration
frequencies forT577 K using Eqs.~28!–~32!. v(1013 s21): 1—6, 2—4,
3—3.
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tivity does not vary at all~Fig. 22!. The same deviations
from Eqs.~33! and ~34! are observed also in the case of d
fields83 and accord with published data.83,118–122

The charge effect manifests itself also in multiphono
tunneling ionization, resulting, according to Eq.~36!, in an
additional factor in the ionization probability. This is see

l
FIG. 20. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of Hg-doped germanium samplesvs squared electric-field ampli-
tude ofl590.5mm radiation. The corresponding temperatures are specifi
at the curves.

FIG. 21. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of Hg-doped germanium samplesvs square root of the electric-
field amplitude ofl590.5mm radiation. The corresponding temperature
are specified at the curves.
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from extrapolation of the straight lines corresponding to
region of multiphonon tunneling ionization to zero elect
field. We see that ln(si /sd) does not vanish forE50 ~Figs.
12 and 20!, which implies thats i is not equal tosd , as this
followed from Eq.~23! which does not take into account th
charge effect.

4.4. Effects due to the high-frequency of FIR radiation

As shown in the preceding Sections, ionization of de
impurity centers by FIR-SBM radiation is a result of tunne
ing processes occurring in the wave electric field. The i
ization probability here does not depend on radiation f
quency, and the action of the high-frequency field
equivalent to application of a strong electric field across
sample. As pointed out in Sec. 1.6, however, an increas
radiation frequency or decrease of sample temperature
transition to the conditionVt25V(\/2kBT1t1).1, should
result in the ionization probability becoming dependent
frequency. The frequency dependence of ionization proba
ity was measured in Ge:Hg samples («T590 meV).

The results obtained atT540 K and at wavelengths
from 35 to 280mm are presented graphically in Fig. 23. It
seen that the photoresponse signal grows substantially
radiation frequency while retaining at the same time
character of the field dependence ln(si /sd)}exp(E2/Ec

2). The
same sample does not exhibit any frequency dependen
higher frequencies~Fig. 9!.

FIG. 22. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dar
ln(si /sd), of Hg-doped germanium samples at 77 Kvs square root of the
radiation electric-field amplitude. The data are presented for different w
lengths of the exciting radiation.l~mm!: ~1! 90.5, ~2! 250.
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Experiments showed that within this frequency range t
ln(si /sd)}exp(E2/Ec

2) relation, which is typical of mul-
tiphonon tunneling, occurs above 30 K. For lower tempe
tures, the frequency dependence becomes stronger, and
electric field dependence of the photoresponse sig
changes its character.

The field dependence of the ionization probability me
sured for Ge:Hg within the temperature rangeT535280 K
and at wavelengthsl5352280mm was used to derive the
effective tunneling timet2* ~see Sec. 1.6!. Figure 24 displays
the dependence of the ratiot2* /t2 , wheret2 is the tunneling
time in a dc electric field, as a function of parameterVt2

which is dominant in the frequency effects. The tunnelin
time t2 was derived from measurements at the longest wa
lengths, where no frequency dependence is observed. We
that t2* 5t2 up to Vt.1, in support of the conclusion tha
the radiation field acts in this region as a dc field~all the
experiments quoted here before were done with this con
tion met!. An increase ofVt2 , which corresponds to an
increase of frequency or decrease of temperature@see Eq.
~12!#, brings about a substantial increase in the effective tu
neling time compared to the tunneling timet2 . Figure 24
presents also thet2* /t2 ratio as a function ofVt2 calculated
using Eq.~56!. The theory of multiphonon-assisted tunnelin
~Sec. 1! is seen to agree well with experimental data.

As already pointed out, the theory of multiphonon tu
neling in dc and high-frequency fields is valid provided ele
tron tunneling contributes little to thermal emission. This
true if the electron tunneling energy«m is much smaller than
the energy of defect tunneling,E0 , and that of thermal ion-
ization,«T . At low temperatures this condition breaks dow
because of the smallness of the optimum defect-tunnel
energy, and, hence, the existing theory is inapplicable
ready for very low electric fields. Presented in Fig. 25 is
calculated dependence of the boundary beyond which
theory of multiphonon tunneling energy is no longer valid,
determined by the conditionE0 /«m51, on electric field

e-

FIG. 23. Log conductivity ratio under illumination and in the dark
ln(si /sd), of Hg-doped germanium samplesvs squared electric-field ampli-
tude ofl590.5mm radiation obtained at 40 K for different wavelengths o
exciting radiation~specified at the curves!. The straight lines plot relation
e(E)}A exp(E2/Ec

2) with Ec
2 used as a fitting parameter.
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strengthE, temperatureT, and radiation frequencyV for
Ge:Hg.

5. KINETIC STUDIES OF THE LONG-LIVED COULOMB
EXCITED STATES OF A SHALLOW IMPURITY CENTER

Development of sources capable of generating sh
FIR-SBM pulses permitted study of the dynamics of no
equilibrium processes in semiconductors and semiconduc
quantum-well structures.21,40,123–126

In the case of interest to us here, using short pulses
the ionization of impurities also makes possible the use
tunneling ionization in the FIR-SBM field to study carrie
trapping by impurities. As pointed out in Sec. 2, the kineti
of the photoresponse observed are in agreement with the
ture cross sections by an impurity which were obtained
other techniques for the materials under study.

Studies of the kinetics of the extrinsic photoconductivi
occurring under multiphonon tunneling ionization of a sha
low donor center~tellurium! in GaP in an electric field of
pulsed laser radiation in the FIR range revealed specific f

FIG. 24. Ratio of effective tunneling time,t2* , to tunneling time in a dc
field, t2 , vs Vt2 , obtained from the field dependence of the ionizatio
probability, which was determined for Ge:Hg in the temperature interv
T535280 K and wavelength rangel5352280mm. l~mm!: ~1! 35, ~2!
76, ~3! 90.5, ~4! 148, and~5! 280. The solid line is constructed using Eq
~56!.

FIG. 25. Calculated boundary of applicability of multiphonon tunnelin
theory determined from conditionE0 /«m51 vs electric field amplitudeE,
temperatureT, and radiation frequencyV for Ge:Hg.
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tures in the kinetics of carrier trapping and buildup in t
valley-orbit split 1s(E) state of the shallow donor level.127

Such long-lived excited electronic states were discove
earlier in simple substitutional impurities in Ge and Si fro
modulation of the microwave absorption128,129

We also consider here carrier buildup in the excited
level in GaP under ionization of the impurity by short FIR
SBM pulses.

5.1. Experimental investigation of the trapping kinetics into
shallow donor states of Te in GaP

Submillimeter photoconductivity measurements we
carried out on GaP samples, which were doped heavily
tellurium to concentrations of 331017 and 731017 cm23

and lightly compensated. The samples were maintained in
optical cryostat with the temperature variable from 20 to 1
K, where most of the carriers at thermal equilibrium are fr
zen out onto the ground-state impurity.

Illumination of a sample by FIR-SBM pulses increas
its conductivity. Measurements of the photoresponse sig
vswavelength, radiation intensity, and temperature show
the ionization probability does not depend on wavelen
and grows nonlinearly with the electric fieldE of the radia-
tion as exp(E2/Ec

2) while the characteristic fieldEc
2 decreases

with decreasing temperature asT3, which implies that the
ionization is produced by multiphonon-assisted tunneling
the electric field of the laser radiation.127

Figures 26 and 27 present typical photoresponse p
shapes obtained in different time intervals. Shown in Fig.
is the photoresponse of the sample measured during the
pulse and immediately after its completion, to be compa
with the laser pump pulse registered by a photon-drag de

l

FIG. 26. Oscillographic trace of the photoresponse signal from a GaP
sample atT550 K ~upper curve! and of the exciting pulse withl590.5mm
recorded with a phonon-drag detector~lower curve!. The smooth curve for
the time intervalt.t0 is obtained using Eq.~64! with two fitting parameters,
1/td15107 s21 and 1/td252.43103 s21.
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tor. The first fast photoresponse component is clipped
demonstrate more clearly the unusual behavior of the
sponse after the radiation pulse. The response is seen to g
during the radiation pulse and subsequently drop to zero
times shorter than 40 ns. After the end of the pulse, howe
~for t.t0!, the signal starts to grow again and reaches
maximum in one microsecond, to finally fall off exponen
tially to zero~Fig. 27!. The signal growth after the end of th
pulse can be fitted well by the functiona@12exp((t2t0)/tr)#,
with a characteristic timet r of the order of 1027 s. The
characteristic time of the subsequent slow exponential de
t1 does not depend on the intensity and frequency of
radiation but is strongly temperature dependent, increas
by nearly three orders of magnitude with the temperatu
decreasing from 150 K (6ms) to 35 K ~3 ms!. Figure 28
presents the reciprocal decay time, 1/t1 , as a function of
inverse temperature. This strong temperature dependence
be well fitted in a first approximation by the functio
1/t151/t0 exp(2D«/kT) with D«528 meV.

The fast component of the signal is accounted for
ionization and fast capture into the excited Coulomb states
tellurium.130,131The main difficulty consists here in explain
ing the growth and decay of the signal after the end of t
radiation pulse.

The heating of the electron gas or of the sample a
whole can be excluded as possible formation mechanism
the photoconductive signal. It was shown132,133that at 70 K
and higher the electron mobility and, hence, conductivity
GaP decreases with increasing temperature. Thus obse
tion of positive photoconductivity excludes electron g
heating by radiation as a possible cause of the photo
sponse. Besides, heating of the sample cannot account fo
complex time behavior of the slow signal component and
detected increase of the exponential decay time constan
three orders of magnitude with the temperature changing
five times only.

Presence of additional deep impurities, for instance,
oxygen, which has a small capture cross section~10222 cm2,
Ref. 134! cannot explain the observed kinetics of the phot
response signal. To obtain the measured long decay time

FIG. 27. Oscillographic trace of a photoresponse signal obtained from
Ga:P sample atT530 K. The smooth curve for the time intervalt.t0 is
obtained using Eq.~64! with two fitting parameters, 1/td15107 s21 and
1/td252.53102 s21.
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this mechanism, one would have to assume that the con
tration of oxygen in the sample is comparable to that
tellurium, 531017 cm23, which contradicts the low level o
light compensation in the material under study.

5.2. Kinetic model of the relaxation process in the presence
of a long-lived excited state

The initial fast decay of the photoconductive signal
due to the fast cascade trapping of free carriers into h
excited states, which subsequently relax to the ground s
The latter stage requires essentially a longer time becaus
the large energy gap between the excited Coulomb states
the ground state. In the case of deep centers1! it usually oc-
curs through multiphonon-assisted processes or optical t
sitions. The dynamic time consists in this case of two co
ponents, namely, a fast and a slower one. The slow de
time is, however, either temperature-independent or gro
with temperature, which is at odds with experiment.75 Thus
the cascade trapping model, unless it is modified prope
cannot account for the increase of the photoconductive sig
after the end of the pulse, and the observed temperature
havior of the slow signal decay.

We are going to show that the assumption of the ex
tence of a long-lived excited state characterized by an
tremely small transition probability to the ground state p
mits one to describe adequately the kinetics of the obser
signal. The carriers build up in this state and return later
thermal activation to an array of closely spaced Coulo

a

FIG. 28. Temperature behavior of the reciprocal photoconductivity-de
time, 1/t1 , in GaP:Te. The curve plots 1/t151/t0@exp(2D«/kT)
11.443102]s21 and D«528 meV. The insets show schematically th
camel-back structure of the conduction band and the energy position o
ground and of a number of the lowest excited states of Te in GaP c
structed in accordance with Ref. 135~bottom left corner!, and the kinatic
model of relaxation~top right corner!.
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increasing the carrier concentration in the conduction b
accordingly.

The inset to Fig. 28 shows a characteristic camel-ba
shaped structure of the conduction-band bottom and the
sition of the ground state and of a number of the low
excited states of Te in GaP, constructed in accordance
Ref. 135. We readily see that valley-orbit coupling splits t
1s state in GaP into two states@1s(E) and 1s(A)# separated
by a gap of 40.7 meV. Cascade trapping was shown75 to
occur primarily over thes states by one-phonon acoust
transitions. Since the energy gap between the 1s(E) and the
ground state exceeds by far the maximum energy of
acoustic phonon~31.5 meV, Ref. 135! while being less than
that of the optical phonon~51 meV by Ref. 135!, the elec-
trons promoted to the 1s(E) level cannot transfer to the
ground state by one-phonon processes, which results in
buildup in this level. The most probable relaxation chan
from this state is one-phonon excitation into the next, hig
lying s state, 2s(A), separated from 1s(E) by 28 meV. Note
that the exponential dependence of the slow-decay timet1

on temperature is characterized by an energy of 28 m
One may thus conjecture that electrons build up in the 1s(E)
state, are promoted by thermal excitation to the 2s(A) state,
and transfer to the closely lyingp states through absorptio
and emission of acoustical phonons, to relax finally via o
tical ~infrared! transitions to the ground state. The kine
model based on these assumptions is presented schema
in the upper right corner of Fig. 28.

For t.t0 , when there is no generation of nonequili
rium carriers, the rate equations determining the elect
concentrationsn in the conduction band and the concent
tionsn2 andnE in the 2s(A) and 1s(E) states can be written

dn

dt
52

n

tc2
1e2cn2,

dn2

dt
5

n

tc2
2e2cn22

n2

t2E
1eE2nE2

n2

t2A
,

dnE

dt
5

n2

t2E
2eE2nE2

nE

tEA
. ~59!

We have neglected here the thermal population of the st
and introduced the following characteristic transition tim
tc2-from the conduction band to the 2s(A) level, t2E and
t2A-from 2s(A) to the 1s(E) and 1s(A) level, respectively,
andtEA-from the 1s(E) to 1s(A) level. The probabilities of
the reverse processes,e2c and eE2 , are related through the
principle of detailed balance to thetc2 andt2E times, respec-
tively. For instance, for the transition probabilityeE2 , which
is essential for the model, we obtain

eE25
1

t2E
exp~2D«2E /kBT!, ~60!

whereD«2E is the energy separation between the 1s(E) and
2s(A) levels.

The first of Eqs.~59! shows that fort.t0 ,tc2 a quasi-
equilibrium sets in between the electrons in the conduc
band and those populating the 2s(A) state, i.e.n5e2ctc2n2 .
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tration n of nonequilibrium free carriers in the conductio
band and, thus, the photoresponse signal. Substitu
n5e2ctc2n2 in Eq. ~59! reduces the set of three equations
a set of the two latter equations fort.t0 . Then the electron
concentration in the 2s(A) state as a function of time can b
written

n2~ t !5
1

S 1

td1
2

1

td2
D H Fn2

~0!S 1

t2A
1

1

t2E
2

1

tEA

2e2c

t2E

~t2A1t2E! D2eE2nE
~0!GexpS 2

~ t2t0!

td1
D

1FeE2n2
~0!

t2A

~t2A1t2E!
1eE2•nE

~0!G
3expS 2

~ t2t0!

td2
D J , ~61!

wheren2
(0) and nE

(0) are the concentrations in states 2s(A)
and 1s(E) at time t5t0 , respectively, andtd1 and td2 are
the dynamic relaxation times defined by

1

td1
5

1

t2A
1

1

t2E
1eE2

t2A

~t2A1t2E!
, ~62!

1

td2
5eE2

t2E

~t2A1t2E!
1

1

tEA
~63!

Assumingt2E!t2A we come to the inequalitynE
(0)@2

(0) . Ne-
glecting in Eq.~61! terms proportional ton2

(0) compared to
those proportional tonE

(0) one obtains

n2~ t !'
eE2nE

~0!

S 1

td1
2

1

td2
D FexpS 2

~ t2t0!

td2
D2expS 2

~ t2t0!

td1
D G .

~64!

For td1,td2 , Eq. ~64! showsn2 to vary nonmonotonically
with time, namely, after the removal of illuminationn2 ex-
hibits a growth followed by an exponential decay. Figures
and 27 compare the evolution of carrier concentration in
conduction band, which determines the photoresponse ki
ics and was calculated using Eq.~61!, with experiment. The
times td1 and td2 were taken as fitting parameters. Sin
these times differ by at least two orders of magnitude, o
actually used only one fitting parameter in each time interv
The dynamic times determined in this way ar
1/td15107 s21 and 1/td25@1.63106 exp(D«2E /kBT)11.44
3102]s21(D«2E528 meV). Figure 28 presents calculate
td2 times~solid line! to be compared with the experimental
determined slow decay time as a function of temperatu
The results of a numerical calculation are seen to be in g
agreement with experiment.

It can be shown that, within the temperature interv
under consideration, the last term in Eq.~62! is much smaller
than the sum of the first two terms, 1/t2A11/t2E . Neglect-
ing it in Eq. ~62!, we find from the experimentally measure
dynamic times and the temperature dependence oftd2 the
three characteristic times introduced earlier:t2E51027 s,
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t2A5531027 s, andtEA50.731022 s. These values ac-
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APPENDIX EFFECTS OF RADIATION HEATING
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cord with the conditiont2E,t2A!tEA used in the calcula-
tion.

Thus investigation of the kinetics of FIR–SBM-induce
photoconductivity in GaP:Te permitted observation of t
buildup of electrons in the excited state of a shallow do
level in times up to a few milliseconds, and its identificati
as a valley-orbit split 1s(E) state. Electrons are promote
from this state by thermal excitation into the higher-lyings
and p states, with subsequent relaxation to the ground s
occurring primarily by radiative transitions. The existence
radiative transitions was established here through obse
tion of infrared luminescence.127

6. CONCLUSIONS

Photoionization of deep impurity centers in semicond
tors stimulated by high-intensity submillimeter laser rad
tion having photon energies much smaller than the impu
ionization energy has been discovered and studied with
broad range of intensities, wavelengths, and temperatu
and for a variety of impurities. A comprehensive comparis
of experimental data with the theory of multiphonon-assis
and direct deep-impurity ionization in an electric field h
shown that terahertz radiation acts frequently like a dc fie

Within a broad electric-field range, the carrier emissi
probability can be described in terms of multiphono
assisted tunneling. Thermally activated emission of carr
from the ground state to continuum is usually accompan
by thermal excitation of the system followed by tunneling
the defect from the configuration corresponding to a bou
electron state to that of an ionized impurity. Electric fie
enhances defect tunneling by the electrons tunneling thro
the barrier produced by the electronic potential and the e
tric field. This enhancement of carrier emission was detec
from the photoconductive signal. The field dependence
this signal permitted one to determine the defect tunne
times. The self-trapped character of the impurity center
be established unambiguously by comparing the tunne
time with the reciprocal temperature multiplied by a com
nation of universal constants~namely,\/2kBT!.

For relatively weak and very strong fields, the observ
probability of ionization differs from that of multiphono
tunneling. In the weak-field domain, the impurity ionizatio
is produced by the Poole–Frenkel effect, which results fr
lowering the energy of thermal ionization of attractive ce
ters. In strong fields, ionization occurs by direct tunneli
without thermal activation. The proposed method of impur
ionization by short FIR-SBM laser pulses permits contactl
application of very strong electric fields to a sample a
thus, helps one to avoid problems associated with the o
of avalanche breakdown, current pinching etc., which
frequently encountered when operating with strong st
electric fields. The high sensitivity of the photoresponse
fers a possibility of measurements over a broad field ran
from very low intensities to tens of kV per cm.
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Absorption of high-power FIR–SBM radiation by fre
carriers results in a strong heating of the electron gas. In
experiments considered here, there are practically no
carriers, which is a condition of weak absorption, and the
fore the heating of the electron gas and of the lattice is sm
Our analysis would not, however, be complete without
assessment of the possible contribution of heating proce
to photoconductivity.

The variation of sample conductivity caused by electr
gas heating under FIR illumination is due to the change
the mobility of the carriers as a result of the change in th
energy distribution. This process is well known and w
thoroughly studied on a variety of materials, namely, InS
GaAs, Ge, etc. If the free-carrier concentration is lar
enough, the heating process can be described in terms o
electron temperatureTe , whose variation is determined b
the absorption of radiation. In the FIR region, for\V!\v0 ,
where\v0 is the optical phonon energy, the electron te
perature is found from the balance equation:

aI\V5Pac~Te!1Popt~Te!, ~A1!

wherea is the coefficient of absorption by free carriers, a
Pac(Te) andPopt(Te) are, respectively, the energy losses d
to scattering from acoustic and optical phonons~see, e.g.,
Refs. 136–142!. The energy contribution determining th
photoconductive signal due to heating~both linear and non-
linear! depends on the absorption of radiation and, hence
the free-carrier concentration.

If the heating is weak, the radiation-induced variation
the conductivity can be well approximated by a simple e
pression

Ds

s
5

1

m

]m

]Te
U

Te5T0

DTe , ~A2!

whereT0 is the lattice temperature.
We readily see that the sign of the photoconductive s

nal is determined by that of the derivative]m/]Te . It is well
known that this sign can be positive~for instance, if scatter-
ing from charged impurities is dominant! or negative~in the
case where scattering occurs predominantly from acous
phonons, optical phonons, etc.!.141,143

The main experiments of deep-impurity ionization we
performed using germanium samples. To reveal the r
heating processes play in the submillimeter-range photoc
ductivity observed in samples having deep impurities
study was carried out of the electron gas heating in Ge do
with shallow impurities~Ga,Sb! at close to liquid-nitrogen
temperature, where the impurities are ionized, i.e. under
conditions most favorable for the heating. The concen
tions were chosen close to those of deep impurities in
samples considered in this work.

Free-carrier heating in Ge in the temperature interva
interest results in negative photoconductivity, since the m
jor part here is played by scattering by acoustic phono
which brings about a decrease of the mobility with incre
ing electron-gas temperature. The kinetics of the photoc
ductivity caused by the free-carrier heating is dominated
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the short times of the free- carrier energy relaxation, which
29 213
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lie usually in the range 10 210 s. Accordingly, the sig-
nals generated by electron heating either repeat the radia
pulse in shape or exhibit a more complex behavior in tim
but do not exceed in duration the nanosecond-range ex
tion pulses.

Thus observation of positive photoconductivity
samples containing less than 531014 cm23 deep impurities
at T.77 K during times longer than the radiation pulse d
ration exclude electron gas heating as a possible cause o
photoresponse. This is accounted for by the suppressio
heating in samples doped primarily by deep impurities a
maintained at sufficiently low temperatures by carrier fre
eout at the impurity and, hence, a practically complete
sence of absorption.

Note that the free-carrier concentration in AlxGa12xSb
and AlxGa12xAs samples in which DX centers were studi
was high enough for the heating effects to provide a subs
tial contribution to photoresponse. The strong difference
tween the relaxation times of the heating-induced photoc
ductivity and of the photoconductivity due to the ionizatio
of the DX centers permitted, however, easy separation
these contributions.

In the conditions of strong nonlinear carrier heating
high-intensity radiation one can observe also photoioniza
of deep impurities with light of\V,«T in the course of
light-induced impact ionization, first discovered in InSb.34 In
this case one detects, in addition to the prevailing fasm
photoresponse signals, positive photoconductivity, whose
netics are dominated by the nonequilibrium-carrier lifetim
Since the carriers are heated here by the high-frequency fi
the probability of the light-induced impact ionization fal
off exponentially with increasing radiation frequency. T
opposite frequency-dependence patterns of behavior ex
ited by tunneling~multiphoton! and impact ionization permi
one to identify the processes. Thus the absence of the
negative component ofm photoconductivity in the positive
photoresponse signal observed under high-intensity FIR
mination in samples having deep impurities, as well as
independence of probability on wavelength, or its decre
with the latter, gives us grounds for an unambiguous exc
sion of light-induced impact ionization from among the pr
cesses which could be responsible for the deep-impurity
ization discussed in the present work.

In conclusion, consider the possible effect of lattice he
ing. Similarly to the case of electron gas heating, heating
the lattice by radiation should affect the conductivity. In th
case, the sign of the photoconductivity is determined by b
the variation of mobility~the carriers are ionized! and an
increase of carrier concentration in the band~the carriers are
frozen out at the impurity!. The kinetics of photoconductivity
are dominated in this case by the slow cooling of the sam
as a whole~on a time scale substantially longer than micr
seconds!. Observation in samples containing deep impurit
of signals with characteristic times of the order of a fe
microseconds and shorter gives one grounds to exclude
heating of the sample as a whole as the cause of the ph
response. We also note that no lattice heating effects w
observed in the bulk semiconductors illuminated by sh
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mJ, even at high free-carrier concentrations~see, for in-
stance, Refs. 39–41, 43, 114!.
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